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VITAL STATS

PLAYERS:
Callie van der Merwe,
Yatish Narsi,
Adrian Morris and
Richard Laws
COMPANY:
Design Partnership
TURNOVER:
108 million
GROWTH:
R67 million (2014) to
R108 million (2016)
ESTABLISHED:
1995
VISIT: www.
designpartnership.co.za

KEY LEARNINGS
»	Find your specific
market – find a
niche that you
can own.

»	Ask yourself:

What will it take
to scale the
business?

»	Endeavour to

truly understand
your clients’
businesses.

»	Aim to be a

trusted strategic
partner to clients.

»	Don’t let scaling
diminish your
customer focus.

»	Ask yourself: How
can I grow big by
staying small?
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GROWING
BIG BY
STAYING
SMALL
The Design Partnership is a
large operation with around 130
employees and multiple offices.
The company is now even going
global — setting up offices in
London and Sydney. Despite
this, though, it has managed to
continue offering an intimate,
bespoke service. BY GG VAN ROOYEN

“IT’S TOUGH to scale an architecture business,” says Design
Partnership founder Callie van der Merwe. “You’re essentially
always designing something new for a new client. There’s not a
lot of repeat business.”
Creating a one-off design for a new client is a lengthy process,
and once the project is put to bed, you pretty much start from
scratch — searching for a new client to do business with. If you’re
looking to scale your business, this isn’t an ideal situation.
Design Partnership dealt with the issue by carving out a very
specific niche for itself within the strategic design sphere by
shifting its attention towards projects that weren’t one-offs,
but would instead allow Design Partnership to foster long-term
relationships with clients.
The company found this in the development of engaging,
high-performance retail, hospitality and services spaces — a
market where design not only needs to be extremely practical,
but also make a noticeable impact on an operation’s bottom
line. Moreover, retail and service operations typically want an
effective solution that can be rolled out throughout an entire
network.
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GOING GLOBAL, STAYING LOCAL
As they say, every dark cloud has a silver lining. Yes, the rand isn’t performing all that well at the
moment, but that does give local companies certain advantages when it comes to global markets.
Design Partnership is going global. The
company is in the process of setting up
offices in both London and Sydney.
“It’s something we’ve wanted to do
for a while, and it’s all coming together
now,” says Design Partnership founder
Callie van der Merwe.
Importantly, though, the company
doesn’t want to export only its design
offerings, but will be exporting its entire
service model, from strategy through
to build and design. The build aspects

Despite being a large operation,
Design Partnership prides itself
on still offering a bespoke service.
A lot of this comes down to open
communication between employees.

Boosting the bottom line
Design Partnership divided the retail,
hospitality and services market into three
categories: Strategy, design and build.
“In all these spheres, you need to offer
solutions that make a real difference to the
business. You want to tackle the business
problem,” says Van der Merwe. “If you’re not
improving profitability, you’re nothing more
than a decorator. With retail and hospitality
you want to boost profits and with service
spaces you want to improve flow and service
delivery.”
As an example, Design Partnership was
tasked with reinventing Tile Africa’s retail
space. Flooring and tiling products are
notoriously hard to sell, so the company
started with in-depth customer and market
segment profiling, trying to find a design
solution that would make a real impact.
“The point-of-sale and ticketing design,
merchandise strategy, lighting and
navigation were all redesigned to create
a retail-focused experience,” says Design
Partnership COO Adrian Morris.
The solution worked, with Tile Africa
Garsfontein seeing year-on-year retail sales
growth of 169% between 2014 and 2015.
Year-on-year growth in bathroomware and
taps shot up by a whopping 413%.
Reinventing a concept
When Nando’s decided to experiment with
the conversion of a traditional take-away
to a sit-down restaurant, it tasked Design
Partnership with the reinvention of its
Blackheath flagship store.
“We had to create an experience that
blurred these service models to convert a
traditionally stronger take-away location.
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the same thing for itself that it was helping
its clients produce: A large and scalable
business solution that nevertheless felt small
and intimate, and had a deep understanding
of the needs of the client.
“The advantage that a small design
firm has is that it can offer clients a very
personalised service. We wanted to be able
to do the same, even though we were a
larger operation,” says Morris. “It comes

This was also an opportunity to help bring
the Nando’s spirit of generosity to takeaway. The key shift was to break down learnt
behaviour and disrupt all the touch-points
one associates with take-away,” says CXO
(Chief Experience Officer) Yatish Narsi.
Similarly, Absa asked Design Partnership
to come up with concepts for its bank of
the future that encompassed the principles
of flexibility, modularity and scalability. The
aim was to create an elegant, minimalist
and inviting space that was very different
from the traditional concept of a bank
branch. After spending a lot of time at actual
branches, Narsi proposed solutions that were
provocative — even doing away with the
usual signage.
“Signage is a failure of design,” says Narsi.
“A customer should find his or her way, not
read it. The use of space, light and layout of
the service points within a branch should all
contribute to way-finding.”
Large yet personal
While there are some commonalities
between the design of a tile store and a bank
branch, these are obviously fundamentally
different operations. And being able to
effectively create one does not necessarily
mean that you can conjure up another.
In order to become truly proficient at
design within the retail and services market,
Design Partnership realised that a degree of
specialisation in each area was necessary.
The company required employees who
focused exclusively on one of the three areas
(retail, hospitality and service), and who
understood the demands of that particular
business environment.
Design Partnership was trying to create

will focus on the manufacture of store
components locally for export.
“Ironically, the softening rand
has made South African companies
very competitive in foreign markets
over the last few months,” says
Richard Laws, Director for Design
Partnership’s construction division,
Project Partnership. “We secured a
project in the UK because our quote
was substantially less than that of
the competition, so there are real

was an audacious and unusual move — not
too many design firms get involved with the
actual construction of their designs.
There is a school of thought that believes
that this sort of diversification is very risky.
Management guru Peter Drucker summed it
up very succinctly: “Do what you do best and
outsource the rest.”
But Design Partnership has succeeded
for several reasons: Firstly, going into

“We try to really understand
our clients’ clients. We try to
understand who they are, what
they value and how they behave.”
down to the old adage of being able to stay
small while growing big. You want to scale
the operation without losing that personal
touch.”
It’s a problem that many businesses face
when scaling: How do you retain the same
levels of intimacy, client service and deep
customer understanding when an operation
expands?

Some of the designs created by Design
Partnership. The company has done
work for Nando's (top), The Meat &
Wine Co in Australia (centre) and
Coricraft (bottom), to name but a few.

Different jobs, different pillars
For Design Partnership, the solution lay
in splitting the business into four pillars.
The first three pillars were obvious: Retail,
hospitality and service. The fourth was a
construction pillar that would support the
other three pillars by aiding in the physical
construction of the proposed designs.
Wading into the construction business

construction made good business sense. It
was not a move that had simply been made
on a whim — it was a service intimately
tied to its existing offerings, and bringing
it in-house made it easier for the company
to keep a handle on the costs and quality
of the eventual product. Secondly, a ‘one
stop design shop’ was attractive to clients,
allowing them to deal with one provider,
instead of several. Lastly, Design Partnership
approached the business in a very careful
and considered way. It did not treat
construction as some tacked on ‘add-on’
service, but instead treated it as an integral
component of the company. The division
currently employs around 60 construction
workers and is headed by Design Partnership
Director Richard Laws.

opportunities at the moment for South
African operations looking to expand to
foreign markets.”
Of course, this strategy has the added
benefit of bringing foreign money into
South Africa.
“Whilst we will be global, we will be
doing all the production of all foreign
work in South Africa in order to leverage
off our soft currency,” says Laws. “This
allows us to employ more people locally
and increase our local investment.”

All on the same page
What does ‘growing big while staying small’
look like in practical terms? How has Design
Partnership structured the business around
its four pillars?
There are four partners at Design
Partnership, and each heads up one of the
pillars. The employees at the head office in
Sandton, meanwhile, sit at large communal
tables where they are grouped according
to business pillar, rather than designation.
Instead of all the designers sitting together,
for example, everyone working on retail
spaces sits together, including project
managers, account executives and
designers.
“Communication is key,” says Morris. “In
order to deliver the best level of service
everyone needs to be on the same page.
By placing everyone in close proximity, you
ensure that everyone knows what’s going
on.”
For Design Partnership, the secret to
staying small while growing big has been to
structure the business in such a way that
the close connection with the client has not
been lost.
“Everyone in the company really strives
to understand our clients,” says Van
der Merwe. “Moreover, we try to really
understand our clients’ clients. We try to
understand who they are, what they value
and how they behave, which in turn allows
us to understand what motivates them to
purchase something.
“Ultimately, we want to be seen as cocreators in our clients’ strategies. We want
to help companies to align their businesses,
brands and retail strategies to best serve
their markets.” EM
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